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Given the unusual nature of this pandemic, the unprecedented scope of government intervention, and the 
overall lack of company guidance recently, one might think that recent earnings surprises do not matter in the 
current environment. However, our analysis over the past 20 years finds that earnings surprises have been and 
continue to be a very consistent indicator of excess returns. Over the past four quarters, positive surprises 
have outperformed negative surprises by 23.9% in the Russell 1000, and by 25.4% in the Russell 2000. This 
compares to long-term averages of 20.9% and 34%, respectively. Clearly, predicting the fundamentals should 
still be a profitable investment strategy.

Over the past few years, however, this factor has not appeared to matter, because even a basket composed of 
only positive earnings surprises would have underperformed the cap weighted index (the basket would have 
underperformed in each of the last three quarters on a rolling 4-quarter basis). In this environment, it would 
seem to be very difficult for active managers to outperform a cap-weighted benchmark.

A comparison to the internet bubble suggests that this headwind may be cyclical, rather than secular. Positive 
surprises also underperformed in the second, third, and fourth quarters of 1998 (the only other sustained 
negative period in the entire sample). That weakness was followed by a very strong 5 year stretch in which 
positive surprises outperformed the Russell 1000 by an average of 17.2% per year, nearly double the long-
term average of 9%. During this period, earnings surprises continued to outperform consistently, just as the 
excesses of the internet bubble began to wind down, creating an additional headwind for the cap-weighted 
index. A similar environment going forward would be a boon to active managers who underweight the largest 
names in the index and allocate instead to stocks that have underappreciated earnings trends.

Sources: Glenmede Investment Management LP,  FactSet and First Call (Russell 1000 Universe)                                                                                                                Data through 9/8/2020
**Annualized Average Spread (Positive Earnings Surprises vs. Russell 1000)    

The views expressed represent the opinions of certain GIM portfolio managers as of September 14, 2020 and are not intended as a recommendation of any security, sector 
or product, and any security identified herein may or may not have been bought, held and/or sold by GIM-managed portfolios. Any opinions or projections herein are based 
on information available at the time of publication and may change thereafter. Information obtained from third-party sources is assumed to be reliable, but accuracy is not 
guaranteed. Future developments (including performance) may differ materially from expectations and projections noted herein due to various risks and uncertainties and 
changes in underlying assumptions.  For institutional and professional investors only; not for retail clients.

Positive Surprises less Russell 1000 Return, Four Quarter Moving Average

*The positive and negative surprise baskets are equally weighted, quarterly rebalanced portfolios based on the constituents of the Russell 1000 index. A positive surprise is 
a reported earnings number that beats the average broker estimate, per FactSet or First Call. They assume perfect knowledge of companies that report positive or negative 
surprises during each calendar quarter. Returns for the third quarter for 2020 are from June 30 through September 8. 
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